
WRITING IMPLEMENT

A writing implement or writing instrument is an object used to produce writing. Writing consists of different figures, lines,
and or forms. Most of these items can be.

Differences in air pressure may cause spectacular effects when travelling by airplane. We today still use pens
and pencils for writing and drawing as well as styluses but those just on touch screens. The concept has been
revived in recent times as the core of the "inkless pen": a lead-based metal alloy that leaves dark markings on
paper by abrading small pieces of core onto the surface. Quills are pens made from flight feathers of large
birds. Fountain pens were developed in the 19th century. However, like all of its precursors, the steel-nibbed
dip pens had a limited ink reservoir and a tendency to drip inkblots on the page. As a surface for writing with
these pens was used papyrus. John Mitchell from Birmingham was the first to mass-produce pens with metal
nibs in  From the 17th century, when writing became more popular, quills were made to be more flexible and
cut to a point. Scribes of Ancient Egypt used reed pens which were made from a single reed straw, cut and
shaped into a point. Slavoljub Eduard Penkala invented mechanical pencil in and the first solid-ink fountain
pen in  Quill pens were standard in Europe and the United States up through the 18th and 19th centuries, and
are still used in various contexts, such as calligraphy and formal settings such as major bank transactions.
Autonomous[ edit ] These have an inherent functionality in that their useful life corresponds to the length of
their physical existence, i. Normal pencils, chalk, and crayons all share the characteristic that they cannot "run
out". It has a hard tip which applies ink to a surface. The clay tablets were then baked to harden them and
permanently preserve the marks. An internal mechanism controls the position of the graphite by friction, so
that although it remains steady while writing, the graphite can be advanced forward to compensate for gradual
wear or retracted to protect it when not in use. Chinese, for instance, carved into turtle shells. In the modern
era, hand held computers and certain other computer input devices use a stylus to enter information onto a
screen by applying pressure rather than by depositing pigment. Without pigment[ edit ] The oldest known
examples were created by incising a flat surface with a rigid tool rather than applying pigment with a
secondary object, e. A dip pen has a steel nib the pen proper and a pen-holder. Ballpoint pen was invented in ,
by John J. The bristles are gently swept across the paper with just enough pressure to allow ink to wick onto
the surface, rather than mashing down the brush to the extent of substantial friction resistance. They appeared
in the form of writing tools that use pigment of some sort. Pounce pots were a precursor of blotting paper,
being a dispenser for powdery material for drying the paper. The useful life of these implements is closely
linked to their physical existence. Both pencils and chalk exist in variants which can create marks in other
colors, but colored pencils and colored chalk are generally considered to be art supplies rather than writing
instruments. These had a handle and a metal point with a split that held a small amount of ink when dipped.
Some even come with an eraser on one end. The ancient Sumerians and their successor cultures, such as the
Babylonians , produced their cuneiform writing by pressing a triangular stylus into soft clay tablets, creating
characteristic wedge-shaped marks. However, specialized accessories such as pencil sharpeners may be
required to reshape the working end of the pigment core or to remove the outer casing from around the tip. A
wooden pencil extender. Only certain types of ink can be used in a fountain pen, to avoid clogging up the nib
unit mechanism. Ancient Sumerians and Babylonians used triangular stylus to write in soft clay tablets which
would be later baked. Capillary-action dip pens[ edit ] Initially, pens were made by slicing a suitable nib point
from the end of a thin, hollow natural material which could retain a small reservoir of ink by capillary action.
Wax tablets were not heat resistant. Clay tablets were heavy and brittle.


